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Executive leaders brainstormed with both patient safety and quality
teams to develop a way to share real-time data with frontline staff
regarding harm events that occurred in inpatient units. Before
Target Zero, units received data on harm events several weeks
after the event, which made it hard for them to connect the harm
that occurred with the specific patient or employee.

Identify preventable harm events that
occur in real time to enable our front
line staff to be innovative, develop
solutions, and be empowered to lead
improvement efforts.

“It helps me understand why it
happened and what we can do
to prevent it because I actually
remember the patient and their
situation when we discuss the
event.”

We found a way to collect, verify, and
distribute the data every week. The patient
safety team emails the Target Zero data to
Duke Raleigh leaders every Monday. The
boards are updated and the harms are
discussed every Tuesday morning by the
unit leader during the shift huddle. The
teams continue to discuss each harm event
during shift huddles throughout the week.
Patient safety and executive leaders update
a hospital-wide board weekly and each harm
is discussed during our daily safety briefing.

We decided to follow 6 different
harms on our Target Zero boards.
These are: Pressure injuries, falls with
injury, Cdiff, CAUTI, CLABSI, and
employee injuries. We can’t have a
true safety culture without focusing on
patient AND employee safety, so this
was a critical piece for Target Zero.
We started by launching the Target
Zero boards on the inpatients units.
The Target Zero boards needed to be visually appealing, easy to understand, interactive, and
in the location where daily huddles occur. An additional part of our vision was to place the
boards at the nurse’s station, where they would be visible to patients and visitors. The
stickers are color-coded to identify the harm that occurred for that week. If there are zero
harms the units receive a gold star. The teams use this opportunity to discuss each event and
brainstorm ways they can prevent future harm.

 The data for each of the harms must be reliable, accurate, and
able to be shared weekly, so figuring this out was the first step
in our process.
 Keep it simple.
 Start small so you can easily make adjustments along the way.
 Get buy-in from the managers and frontline staff at the very
beginning of the process.
 Celebrate your successes!
 Talk about it every chance you get (senior leader rounds,
patient safety rounds, daily safety briefings, etc.)
 Know who your champions are.

We’ve successfully built Target Zero
into our daily work and it’s been
incredible to see the excitement
around our journey to Zero Harm, and
now we’re more focused than ever.
The real time focus on the Target Zero
data has brought forward creative
ideas and performance improvement
from the frontline staff. The lessons
learned and practice changes have
been shared from unit to unit.
Target Zero has changed the way we
think about preventing harm. Unit
leaders have embraced the concept

of Target Zero and are even thinking
about other harms to add to their
board. The excitement is spreading
and other areas are now asking for
their own Target Zero board.

“Before Target Zero the data shared was just another number
on a scorecard but now we remember every single case.”






Promote physician engagement
Permanent Target Zero section in The Pulse
Quarterly awards (best outcomes, most improved)
Upcoming areas (ED, OR, SDS, PAT)

